
Getting Started With Social Media Part Two Building a Plan
Angela: Hello everyone, this is Angela Brown, Project Lead with the YCC program here at DOL.
We're gonna go ahead and get started today. It's about 2 PM Eastern time, and we have a full
schedule of exciting information to share with you, so we want to get started on time.

So we're gonna with Maisha Memenger, who's going to be the moderator for today.

Maisha: Thank you so much and good afternoon everyone I'm so happy to have you here with our
part two of getting started with social media. This is a wonderful opportunity for us again to review
what we learned last month and to look forward on how to improve our social media platforms for
our YCC branch, and our schools, and our students.

I learned so much last month and I hope you guys are, learned a lot as well and are willing and ready
to learn some more. Again this is Maisha Meminger, you guys all know me. I look so forward to
seeing you guys this summer, many of you guys this summer at our national conference.

And this month as we go into our second part of this social media piece, we're looking at your plan
for social media. Last month we talked about that a little bit, what does that look like and who do
you want to use, how much money you should be using or what you thinking about your money, how
can you move things around for that?

So we'll talk a little bit more in depth about social media plan. Also looking about engagement
pitfalls and troubleshooting. Where do we not want to go if sometimes we do our social media plan
and we want to engage people, are we engaging the right persons when we go forth with Facebook
versus Twitter and those things of that nature.

And how do we keep that information and that data going? And also management deck set-up. I
don't know much about this, Elizabeth's gonna teach me about this. So I'm gonna try to learn about
[LAUGH] management deck set-up. So Elizabeth I'm passing it off to you. It's so great to have you
here with us again this month for part two.

It's good to hear a familiar voice when we go into a second part of our training, so I look forward to
learning a lot more from you. Thank you so much.

Elizabeth: Great, thank you so much. I'm thrilled to be here. I hope everybody's having a nice week.

As you heard, we do have a lot to get through so I want to get started right away. However, I'm
gonna put this out there right now, so nobody freaks out when when we get to the actual
management deck part of it. My offer to all of you is if you need help setting up your management
deck, I can help you do that.

I don't want you to feel overwhelmed once I show you what it looks like, cuz sometimes if you have
no experience with it, it can make your eyes go cross. So, no worries, I'm here to help you with
anything that has to do with your management deck once we're finished with our webinar.
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So without further ado I just wanna talk about two things really quick to level set social media. And I
find those really helpful to remind myself when I get really bogged down with creating the strategy
and spending, all this time. So number one, the goal is to engage with your network on social media,
not with the entire social media network.

So it's a really important distinction. You want to be talking to the people that you talk to in real life
on social media. And from that, you will reach out to new people with like interests, and who would
be interested in what you have to say. But it's not about going out to the social media network and
trying to talk to the billion people that are out there.

No, focus on your network on social media. So you wanna find all those people that are on social
media, in the real space. And number two, this is important too. You will spend more time on
account management than content creation. A lot of times we feel like the content creation is, it is
important, not gonna say it is not important.

But it's really more important or equally as important to spend time on building your network and
making sure you are talking to and connecting with the right people. So those are my first two
things so keep those in the back of your mind. Now here's some rules of engagement just to remind
you.

We did talk a little bit about it in our first session but this is just kind of to keep in the back of your
mind as well. So if you want people to pay attention to you must pay attention to them first. I always
say social media is the largest vanity project out there, right?

So we feel good when people pay attention to us. So, so much about our engaging on social media is
not necessarily talking about us or are stuff, it's about engaging to other people, engaging with other
people that we want to engage with us. So that's just something really important to remember that
you want to talk, you want to share, you want to re-tweet other people's information as it pertains to
what you're communicating.

So you wanna stick with the whole idea of relevancy. And then you wanna make sure that you're not
just broadcasting or blasting stuff out there. You want it feel reciprocal and you want it to feel as if
there actually is a real person behind all this, because there really is.

And that's important when it comes to social media. That authenticity piece is really crucial. And
then, when we talk about the types of content or the types of ways you engage you want to have your
interactions be a combination of original content, curated content and responsive content. And what
that means is, original is the stuff you create.

So information about a program, a project, about for people involved with your initiatives. Curated is
things that you maybe are sharing from other people, things that expand the knowledge about what
you're doing. Other thought leaders that have stuff to talk about that relates to what your interests
are and your initiatives are, and then responsive content is responding to people.
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It's just simply re-tweeting thank you, trying to engage people in conversation, inviting them, and
just, overall, paying attention. Now one of the questions we talked about, or one of the points we
talked about in our first session were hashtags. You wanna use hashtags in everything, and there
really is not instance when you wouldn't use a hashtag.

So you always wanna use a hashtag, so whenever you're doing one of these three types of
interactions you want to pepper them with hashtags. One or two is sufficient for Twitter and
Facebook. You want to use up to 11 on Instagram, cuz Instagram is really, Twitter and Instagram
both are very hashtag heavy, but Instagram, even more so, because of the nature of the way the
communication happens within the channel.

But the point is, is that you always want to incorporate hashtags. You can incorporate your original
hashtag, you can piggy back on other hashtags that you feel are relevant to your initiatives and what
you're trying to communicate. And then you can sometimes just put in some fun hashtags that show
some personality, and it further expand the audience.

And I will again with this session, I will put together a tip sheet, and I think in my first tip sheet, I
did talk about places to find hashtags, but I'll spell out hashtags a little bit more and go into a little
bit more about original curated and responsive content.

And then the last thing, and this goes back to engaging with your network on social media, you
wanna follow your in person network online and then built it from there. So sometimes it is just a
matter of sitting down with pen and paper or list, and going through Twitter, and going through
Instagram, and going through Facebook, and finding looking up all those people you need to be
connecting with, and connect with them.

There's really no easy way around it there's not like something magical that happens that's different
than Looking up somebody on Google to find them on social media. Once you start adding all of your
network onto your social media and you're following all the people you need to follow and you're
following back relevant people that are following you, you can start expanding your network from
there.

Twitter does a really good job of making suggestions of other people you should follow, and actually
so does LinkedIn and Instagram as well. Other people that are connected to you in some way, that
are following a certain conversation, that are maybe a part of the same grant project, but a different
organization.

So once you start building your in-person network, then you can expand your network from there. So
with all that said, let's actually talk about what strategy looks like. So I like to break down social
media strategy into three different pieces when you have to sit down and actually create this
strategy.

Number one are roles and frequency. Number two are the metrics. So what are you measuring,
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right? Cuz what's the point of a strategy if you're not gonna measure it to see what the effectiveness
of it? Otherwise you could just tweet and post however you want, whenever you want, about
whatever you want.

And then the third third piece is evaluating the management decks, deciding what tools you need to
use and then deciding how you wanna kind of put it all together, and then, of course, frequency
within all of these as well. So first things first, role clarity, right. So this is really important.

Since we know that social media is a daily thing, well, I mean hopefully daily, consistent at least,
right, at the very least consistent. Somebody's checking it on a regular basis. You need to know
who's doing what, right? So if you're the person handling the social media, do you have a backup
person?

Are you splitting the tasks with any of your students, or any of the parents, or anybody participating?
Is there one person driving the whole network and other people contributing content? So you need
to be very clear about who is doing what. And then train them on them, train them on what they're
doing and making sure everybody's on the same page.

So you're approaching this in the most efficient, resource friendly way possible. So that's really,
really important, and sometimes, again, it goes back to writing it out. You might need to just take a
piece of paper, write social media strategy at the top, and then just fill in these buttons.

Who's doing what? Assigning the roles and then the next thing you wanna talk about is you wanna
talk about the engagement frequency. So that also needs to be present on your social media
strategy. So anybody who is taking over your account knows how many times they need to be
tweeting, posting, uploading photos, engaging.

So here, again, at a glance, are best practices for frequency. You look at Twitter 4 to 10 times a day,
Facebook 1 to 4 times a day, Instagram 1 to 2 times a day, and then LinkedIn 3 to 4 times a week.
Now, of course, you can do more than this, but these are really minimums for what you wanna do in
best practices.

Anything less than this, it's gonna be very difficult to get engagement, it's gonna be very difficult to
start to generate the conversation that you're looking to generate. So that's what we have to say
about frequency. And then, metrics, right? So what are we trying to measure here? Are we trying to
generate revenue?

And by revenue, I don't necessarily mean dollar amount, per se. It can be attendance for an event.
So you can generate revenue in the sense of how many butts in seats that you need to have at a
particular event. You might wanna measure how your network is growing.

And that could be a really good indication of being in front of the right audience and talking to the
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right people. And then you wanna maybe measure your meaningful interactions, right? So that
means, are you tracking hashtags? Are people using your hashtags? Are you getting a lot of
retweets?

Are you getting interest in your program? Are you getting any type of conversation? So these are all
really, really important things that you want to pay attention to. There are all kinds of metrics with
social media, and this is the tricky part of it. You could measure anything you wanted to measure
with social media.

I mean, the metrics are extensive. But you can't do that because it means nothing at that point. So
you wanna pull out the pieces that you think are the most important. For some people, network
growth is actually not the most important. They're actually looking for meaningful interaction,
because a small network but an active network is still just as powerful as a giant network, right?

So some people may be looking at really getting people to attend something or getting people to
participate in something, right? So maybe their big metric is just trying to generate interest around
an event, or a particular initiative. So these are all the kind of things you wanna think about.

And of course, you may have a metric I didn't mention here, and that's totally fine. I can guarantee
you can track it on social media. And if you have a question about how you would do that, shoot me
an email, and I'm happy to walk you through specific instances or a specific type of application or
item you need to track.

Cuz sometimes everybody has different things. Now, with that said, you wanna wrap it all up and
really formalize what your policy is. So basically, you're taking that sheet of paper, and you're going
to address some of these issues on it. You're gonna talk about your backup, you're gonna talk about
your frequency.

You wanna have a policy for addressing negative comments. And by negative comments and
cyberbullying, we're talking specifically about the initiative. When it comes to cyberbullying piece
and negative comment piece when it comes to students, that's a whole different issue, and that's
something that you need to bring administrators involved with.

But that's not the cyberbullying we're talking about. We're talking mostly about negative comments
or people that are posting on your page that shouldn't be. So when we do talk about the negativity
that can happen, the rule of thumb for addressing all negativity on Facebook and Twitter and
LinkedIn is, if it's a comment or a review, you wanna address it, thank the person for reaching out,
letting them know that you've heard what they had to say.

And you will make sure that you take it to the appropriate people to fix the situation, and you always
try to move the conversation offline. So one client I worked with, I got a phone call, they had
somebody leave a negative review on their Facebook Page. Well, the problem with reviews on
Facebook is you cannot delete them.
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Nor do I suggest deleting anything anyway, cuz that looks bad, too. But all they could do was
address the negative review and basically say, thank you so much for bringing this to our attention.
We're so disappointed to hear that this has happened. We are going to talk with The employee and
make sure we fix this situation because this is not how we operate.

And if you'd like to talk to us further, please reach out or let us know if we can reach out to you to
talk to you further, right? That's the best you can do and that is absolutely the most 100% accurate
response. If it keeps going and you can tell somebody is just being nasty for nastiness sake or for
whatever reason, you can block them from your social media networks.

And that would be your next step is to block people. And it's totally fine to do that and it sometimes
you have to. In fact, the accounts that I manage, I do block people from Twitter, especially. Because
I get sometimes inappropriate things showing up in my feed. And I want Twitter to know this is an
inappropriate poster.

So you can do that as well. The other thing that's important to list out are your content sources. So,
whoever is taking over your social media or helping you manage, they need to know where they can
pull stuff from, right? So what are the information sources? Are you following a particular blog?

Somewhere, are you, is there an event like page that is the link for all the events coming up. Do you
guys have other organization you share information with? So you wanna make sure that you are
listing out all of the content sources. And then also In terms on content if there are like tertiary
thought leaders or outside news sources that you guys like to comment that support your initiative,
you want to list those as well for people to pull information from.

And then the next thing is approvals. Of course, everything you do, you need to make sure that you
have the appropriate approval from whom that you need the approval from. So basically whenever
you set up this policy, whether if it's the grant, if it's written into the grant.

If it is the school or the organization, you need to make sure that what you're doing is cool and if
they need to approve stuff, let them approve it, you wanna make sure everything is on the up and up.
And then the last thing is budget and that is also a point of approval, right?

Cuz we talked about that, now first webinar, where you have to request a budget and get that
approved. And then also, who's tracking it? Who gets the say-so in how it's being spent, and who
determines that? I mean, you wanna make sure that you have of proper controls on everything you
are doing, especially if you are allowing other people to manage different pieces of your social media
strategy.

Now, let's dig into the actual management part and how you break up your time. So, with Facebook,
if you are only doing Facebook you do not need to employee a management deck. Facebook is really,
really good about keeping everything very easy to do within Facebook. So I repeat, if you are using
just Facebook no management dock, you can do it within the confines of Facebook.
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So I'm gonna show you a few different things. So number one, here's a Facebook page, right? If you
wanted to write out all all your content for the whole week or the whole month or the whole six
months. You can post it like you would, you can upload a photo.

And then if you see the little arrow pointing to the clock, you can schedule your post. I believe up to
six months in advance. So you could go and you could sit down and you could load everything of.
Schedule it by date and time and then it will just automatically posted when that date in time come
up.

And then all you have to do is just look at the page every now and again and respond or share
something or comment. So, the posting piece of it is all done for you. And sometimes that can be
very time consuming, especially if you've got, let's say you're gonna post once a day, so you've got 30
posts.

Maybe it's easier for you just to sit down and bang them out and schedule them all. So always look
for that little, timing function. The other thing is, once you post this you can go back and change the
time. So you would just go into the account settings and there would be a list of everything that you
have scheduled and you can easily change it, edit it, add stuff to it, however you want to adjust it.

So Facebook makes it really, really easy for you. Now, one of the big questions when we talk about
metrics and analytics are how do you know the best time to post, right? Well, if you don't know and
let's say you're just starting taking over this page and you're not quite sure, you want to pop over to
the insight tools on Facebook.

And look, it's gonna tell you historically what time people are most on your site and what time things
are happening on Facebook in relation to your activity. So you can see 3 o'clock is really a dip for us.
No I'm sorry, that's 3 am's really a dip, but look, we really peak in the afternoon and then we peak
again done at 9 o'clock.

So, you can pay attention to how your interaction is ebbing and flowing. And it's gonna be different
for all of you probably, because depending on the organizations I do this for. It is different
depending on the people that are part of the organisation. If it's more of a business organisation it's
a different timing.

If it's more of a mom organisation, a lot of times it's really early in the morning and really late at
night. And sometimes with other organisations it's just steady throughout the day. So this will give
you an at a glance to take a look at the best times to post.

The other thing Facebook does, and again, this is found up at the top here where you've got these
Pages, Messages, Notifications, Insight and Publishing Tools. The next one is if you want to see how
your posts are performing, you can do insights at a glance, and it will go back as far as you want to
go back, and it will sort it by dates as well.
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So if you have a ton of content and you just wanna see what happened on a certain date you can look
under the Insight tab. And this will show you your reach, your engagement, if you did any targeting,
if you wanna go back and boost the post. This will tell you what content is performing really, really
well, so that will also help you craft your communication strategy, because you know certain things
do better than other things.

And then sometimes you may think something would do really well and it doesn't. And something
that doesn't do really well, doesn't do really well. So, it gives you a greater sense of what your
audience is looking to see. So that is Facebook in a nutshell. And again, you'll have all these slides
too, so you can take a look back.

And of course, I'm always here to answer any question for you about your metrics. Now, deep
breaths. Everybody, we're gonna jump into Hootsuite. So, Hootsuite makes sense if you are
managing a Twitter account only, right. So number one, if you're managing Twitter, you want to use
Hootsuite because it's the best way to make sense of Twitter.

You wanna also use Hootsuite if you are managing Twitter And Facebook. You wanna use Hootsuite
if you're managing Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. And Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and
Instagram, or any combinations of those two. So think, if you use Twitter, you're using Hootsuite.
And if you're using more than one network you can dump it all into Hootsuite and manage it from
there.

So I hope that wasn't confusing. The point is, Twitter plus anything else, use Hootsuite. Now, there
are parody products, meaning there's other decks to use. Tweetdeck is one, Sprout Social is the
other. There's a couple other decks that do various things. I like Hootsuite because it has the best
free account for you the best free access and to me it is the most extensive in terms of the
functionality.

So couple ways to look at Hootsuite. Couple ways to set things up. So here we go, first thing. If you
look this is an example of a deck. If you look at the top you're gonna see there's all kinds of names.
There is the KendraLee (KLA) Twitter, there's RevItUp Sales.

There's, KLA lists two, list three, Shoretel Partners, DMC group, Greg list one, and then you'll see
my Instragram is here. So the thing with Hootsuite, you can add all these accounts. These are all
separate, different accounts and lists, that I am managing. And, this allows me to make sense very
quickly and at a glance, see what's happening.

Now, you can setup, these decks, there's three rows you can see right now. If you were to scroll at
the bottom, it would show more rolls. Or more columns, rather rows. And you would see things like
My Tweets, My Tweets Re-Tweeted, New Friends, People Who Have Liked Me, and you'll see all of
that.

And what it does, it gives you an at a glance look at all of the activity on your Twitter, versus going
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to Twitter.com and just trying to make sense of the feed, cuz it's very difficult and a lot of times in
your home feed you're not even getting the information you want.

So this is how Hootsuite looks, and again if this stresses you out, let me help you set it up, because
its, once you dig into it, it makes perfect sense, it's just a lot to see right now, so as you see you can
add lists and groups and all kinds of data to the top, now we have that setup.

Let's say we want to start following different lists or different hashtags. So anytime somebody
becomes a friend of ours or joins our network, we wanna put them in a bucket. So let's say we
wanna put all of our corporate partners in a bucket. Let's say we wanna put all of our parents in a
bucket.

Let's say we wanna put all of our students in a bucket. You can start assigning people to lists. And
the next slide I'm gonna show you is a look at what the lists look like. So here we go. These are
hashtag lists. So basically if you notice these are all the hashtags I'm following, #investinwomen,
Small to mid-size business.

There's a #Chicago one there. The middle one is Chicago and Chicago professionals. The next one is
business life, business growth. So these are all hashtags I have determined are really important to
growing my network and really important to communicating my message. So I can see at a glance
who else is talking about these hashtags, and I can respond and I can engage with directly from
Hootsuite.

So again you would just scroll, at the bottom, there's a scroll bar, and you would scroll and you can
just keep adding lists. And keep putting people into buckets. So you can follow them very easily, and
at a glance. So that is the crux, or that is the moral of the story, with Hootsuite, that it gives you a
very quick, at a glance.

Way to follow people and to manage your accounts. So that's all I have to say right now about
managing your decks. I'm sure we could do a whole session on Hootsuite alone, and again, if you
want to explore Hootsuite, let me help you. And we can do a half-hour call and I can bang out and
set up your account for you and show you the ins and outs.

But if you're already doing Hootsuite, I think that's awesome, good for you. The good thing about all
these social media management tools is that they try to make it as easy as possible for you. So, that
is all I have to say about building your strategy. I would love to pass this over now to our next
speaker and he can talk about the ways that they're actually operating their strategy as well.

And of course, if you have any questions, please send them along because I'd love to answer those
for you as well.

Maisha: Yeah so then I encourage everybody just to put your questions into the question box, now
we have Clabe Slone with us from Kentucky, thank you so much Linda for that, I learned a lot again.
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Elizabeth: [LAUGH] Thank you, I'm glad.

Maisha: It just lets me know I'm really old and that I need to get more, I think my Facebook page is
the coolest thing ever but I need some more social media savviness. Clabe, are you with us?

Maisha: Hello, Clabe?

Maisha: Maybe Clabe is on mute, I'm not sure.

Maisha: I thought we just had Clabe, right Angela?

Angela: Yeah, what if anybody wants to type in a question while we're waiting, I'm sure.
[CROSSTALK] Yeah, I'm happy to do my best to answer anything for you.

Maisha: Yes please.

Maisha: Well, I learned a lot about Hootsuite, I knew nothing about it before so thank you for that
[LAUGH] .

Angela: Good, good, a Hootsuite is one of those tools again, that I've been using it for a long, long
time and so to me it looks very easy-

Clabe: Okay, you hear me now?

Angela: Okay, there's Clabe. Hey Clabe.

Clabe: Hey okay I don't know what was going on.

Maisha: Hey Clabe [LAUGH] well, [INAUDIBLE] was talking about Hootsuite real quick, so just a
second Clabe, you stay on, don't go anywhere okay Clabe?

Clabe: [LAUGH] Yeah I'm here.
[LAUGH]

Angela: No I was just saying that Hootsuite looks really intimidating but really, once you dig in and
you set it up the way you need to, it will cut your social media time almost in half.

It has really, really beautiful efficiency in it. And so I encourage you to participate. There is one
question that came in. So from Diana she said, so the whole point in using hashtags is to know who
else is using the hashtag so you can follow each other? Yes, yes or no.

So yes and rather I should say. So the whole point of using hashtags is so when you use those
hashtags other people that are light minded using those hashtags too, can engage with you as well
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and you may gain followers. So the point is to yes, you build followers and you build engagement and
you're able to connect with other people.

The other reason why you use hashtags is to really promote something that is specific to your
organization and two, allow somebody who is, following a conversation through a hashtag, to follow
your hashtag. And I think Clabe is gonna show a really really good example of how they use a
hashtag to manage multiple conversations and how they use that as their to collect and and define
their conversation

Maisha: We can get started.

Clabe: All right, well I guess we'll get started with my looking at my website I think we're going to
Go from the PowerPoint to our actual website that we have. And our website, when we first started
working on the YCC grant, we wanted to have a way to show transparency for a lot of materials we
will be using for the grant but also a way to promote sustainability for our grant too.

And the idea of doing a website came more apparent for us. And we tried to figure out also a way to
be engaged with our network of clients, I guess. A lot of the things that Elizabeth said, when she
talked about your network, was something that we actually thought about.

And we wanted to show some type of engagement, not only with the teachers, but also with the
students involved with the grant. So as you look at our page here, if we go down just a little ways,
you'll see that we have a feed for Twitter. But the feed is actually off of the #YCC10, and we were
trying to figure out at the time what would be the best social media outlet to use for students.

We were gonna go with Facebook at one time, but then we had heard that probably Facebook was
not the most coolest thing out there at the time, that Twitter and Instagram were the top two things
that kids were using more of these days. And there's some other social medias that are used as well.

But as you can see, through our #YCC10 feed over here, like this is actually today, some things that
have been going on, we've had some mock interviews going on for students at one of the high
schools, working with some engineers. But we get a live feed of what's going on with the students
and the career counselors.

There's something new on here at least every other day, if not every day, we have new pictures
coming up here. And a lot of the time it's from the students themselves just to give us an idea of
what type of activities, soft skills, important engagement that's going on out there in our YCC high
schools.

This also, like Elizabeth was saying, it gives us a chance to build a network, cuz we have found out
that our employers that we work with as well, they will lot of times do the #YCC10 too, to get an
idea of what we're doing here, too. And I also have to say, Elizabeth was talking about Hootsuite,
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that's something that we have actually looked at since last week.

And it's a very good tool to use, but the thing Elizabeth was talking about was you can actually use
Hootsuite to build up other hashtags to follow other components that you can follow. Cuz what I've
learned is that in our YCC high schools, students, they follow the #YCC10, but they also will post
information to other services that's going on around the school, things like Project Lead the Way, or
things that they're working with the communities that ties right back into what we're doing for YCC.

So I know that will be another way for us to actually build our network even more, than the way we
have it right now. And I'm just gonna go over a few things on our website to kinda give you an idea
of some of these things that we have put on here that's been very beneficial for us.

The next thing I'll show you is, there's a link on here called a Career Infographics. And right beside
it, there's also a link that says ACTE. These are both links to infographics. But if you click on the
Career Infographics icon there, these are infographics that we had created.

Some of our consultants started creating these a couple of quarters ago. And the students really like
these, the career counselors really like these. And these are just facts of information that we actually
print them out on a stock card. But other schools in our area can also print these out and use them
as well.

So we wanted to share these, but we also share these on Pinterest. We have a Pinterest board that
we started out, and it's actually through my handle actually. But a lot of people that I don't know will
actually start following that board as well. But it's just another way to kind of grow our brand as far
as getting more information out there about soft skills for high schools.

If you go up to the top, Angella, just kind of hover over YCC Students. These are all different avenues
that we kind of encourage our students to come to. They had an opportunity to, and you don't have
to click on these, I'm gonna go briefly over them just for a second.

We put scholarship information on this website for the students, there's a #YCC10. We have a link
on here for videos that focus on soft skills. We have an outlet for student voice on here, and we also
have an outlet for the Kentucky IOP login page for the students and also for Morehead State
University.

One of the things that we've really enjoyed, if you'll click on the YCC Students at the very top there.
Yeah, right there. And this is what we call the YCC10. These are our ten high schools that we have in
our program. And every month, we ask our schools to send us a student of the month, and a good
one that I'll kinda show to you, if you'll click on the Southwestern Warrior at the bottom, in the
middle there, Angella.

Yes and kinda scroll down just a little bit. Some of these pages will have a video that the students
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have done about their YCC program in their high school. If you keep on scrolling down just a little
bit more, what we have here is we have our students of the month.

But if you go back up, Angella, I'm just gonna show one other thing. You just kinda freeze it right
there. In this case here, this career counselor has kind of went beyond what's kind of required for
them to do. Other than giving us the student of the month, if you kind of scroll down inside of the
box there, you'll see that this career counselor has actually given YCC Highlights of their YCC
program just for their high school.

So we get more information by embedding other avenues of social media into our website as well.
But if you keep scrolling down, you'll see that for this one particular high school, they talked about
the career fair that they just had. And then they also have more information about their student of
the month.

So some of our schools do this, they put important dates on there as well, but this is another way,
what they do is they send out an email to all the parents in the YCC program, the students of the
parents. And so the parents get a copy of this, which brings a link back to our YCC website.

So I just wanted to point that out, cuz this is a good job that one of our career counselors does for
their YCC program. Go back to the main bottom actually, Angella. Go back Home, that's fine. The
other thing I wanna kinda point out, if you'll scroll halfway down, we have a site on here also for our
partnerships.

And if you'll click on Partnership over, right there. Now within our program, every high school has a
specific partnership or employer that they work with, but beyond that, we also have employers that
support all ten of our high schools. And anytime that we have an employer or a partnership develops
with an organization, we like to give kudos to them, and we kind of put them on this page as far as,
Give them a thank you and a shout out.

Say that we wanna share your information about your program and your organization that's helping
out our YCC program, as well. So, I've learned that by doing this and by telling them that we've done
this, they really appreciate that. And then sometimes they'll say something about that as well.

And make it be known with their community members, as well. So other than that, that's in a
nutshell just a few of the highlights of our website. There's a lot of more topics and information on
here, you can fill feel free to explore this as you want. And if you have any questions about our
website and the different things that we do on here, feel free to contact me.

I know there's one other thing, I think, Angela wanted to show, was that we also make good use of
analytics for our website. And this is just a copy of something I can come to for our administrative
side on the website. To get an idea of how many views that this website gets per day actually.
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And so as you can tell in this chart here, we have different spikes throughout the course of the week.
Of course you can tell where the weekend's hit, there's moments when it really spikes very high. And
usually that's what I've noticed, is that when I do a presentation or if I go to talk with some groups of
people about our YCC program.

I will notice that day or the day after that, that there's been a very high spike on our website. Or if
other schools want more information about YCC, and also spike in that as well. So this gives me a
good idea as far as, are there people who look at our website, if so, how many?

And this is just an example over what's happened over the last two months. So again if you have any
information, you can feel free to contact me. And I'll be more than welcome to help out in any way I
can.

Elizabeth: Hi, this is Elizabeth again, can I just mention something about what Clay said in the
website traffic?

So one of the things, when we do social media, if you do have a website that you want to direct
people to. You certainly want to include that link in some of your social commenting. But it's gonna
be difficult unless you assign a track link to the link that you're using to track, to see if they actually
click and get to your website.

So one of the things that is helpful is if you look at your social media activity and you compare it to
your website traffic on any given day. And you see a spike in your web traffic, that's a good
indication that your social media is actually leading people back to your website to learn more
information.

So if that is another one of your metrics, which is web traffic, you'll be able to. There's different
ways that you can track it, but just at a glance, if you tweet something or post something and it has a
link to your website. And you look on your web traffic and you see a spike, that's a good indication
that that conversion did happen, that people did follow through.

Angela: Okay.

Clabe: That's very true Elizabeth. Cuz I know sometimes if I tweet something out about a student
that's on a link back to our website, that does happen actually.

Elizabeth: Mm-hm, mm-hm.

Clabe: Yeah.

Maisha: Okay. Do we have any questions out there? Thank you so much Clabe for your time and
sharing of your website.
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It looks very, very engaging, very, very exciting to see. The websites, I guess I don't get the
opportunity to see what you guys are doing. A lot of times your websites, I look forward to seeing
that you guys are being creative. And sharing things on Twitter and using those handles and using
youth.

And that's important for us that you're using the young people to actually upload stuff. Which is very
engaging for them as well, and keeps their parents excited, their kids are up on these websites. And
they can show it off to their friends and maybe their employers. The good word spreads, so that's
always a good thing.

Any questions, do we have any questions? Or Elizabeth, Clabe, any more points that you wanna
bring up?
[CROSSTALK]

Elizabeth: You know what, when we talk about how much time you carve out for social media on any
given day, or per week, per month. You wanna carve out, if you're just managing one network, you
wanna carve out, if you can, about 15 minutes a day.

So let's say that you are doing just Facebook alone, you wanna carve out 15 minutes a day. So 15 or
20 minutes times 5 is almost an hour and a half a week. And then you can do a lot of your planning
in advance, where you do a lot of your scheduling.

So, it really only it takes you a minutes a day to check for your engagement.

Clabe: Yeah, that's absolutely right, Elizabeth. As a matter of fact, that's about what I spend on
average per day or every other day at least. As far as going to the website and trying to manage the
Twitter feed on #YCCchannel on our website.

Or just uploading new information in general. And the front side to get the website up and going and
everything, was a lot more time invested in the front end. But, after I had everything uploaded, and
everything had the right the formats and the platform that go off of.

It's very easy to maintain now, and to keep it up and going. And what I found too, is for me, actually
have more fun looking at our website. Cuz I get a sneak peek or a look into what the kids are doing
on a daily basis. And to me, that tells me that we are on top of things, and we're doing our job the
right way.

And I see the engagement going on too, so I very well enjoy what we do with that.

Elizabeth: Clabe, I have a question for you. So your hashtag is prevalent, which is great, and people
are using it. How are you sharing your hashtag, because that's something really important to
consider as well.
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Like if you were, let's say aAn instance where you wanted to create your own hashtag for your
programs. You could include it on all of your flyers, you could include it on all of your social
commenting. You could make sure that everybody knows to include that hashtag. What do you do
Clabe, to make sure people know to include it?

Clabe: Yeah so just by, like you said, by social media is one way, but our flyers that our high schools
give out. They'll put the hashtag YCC10 on there. The banners that we have hanging up in the
buildings. Every high school has a banner and has a reference to the #YCC10 as well.

I know that's probably the one we get that information out there. But I think the best way that I have
found is just word of mouth, or in this case, word of social media. Sometimes if I'll see one kid tweet
out a picture about some type of activity they're doing in a classroom.

I'll notice that other kids around them will tweet out the same picture. They'll have their best friend
in it with them as well. So it's kind of like it catches on with the students, cuz they'll be asking each
other, now what's the hashtag for that? And just over time it's picked up as well, as far as the
teachers allowing the students to do this and to be involved with too.

So I think it's more of a We do try and push that out through flyers and brochures and other ways of
information, emails and what not. But we also, I think word of mouth from the students and career
counselors has picked up on that too.

Elizabeth: And I think that's important to know, that you're doing that.

It's not just living in the social media space. So much of what we do for social media has to be
promoted in the real life space, right. So while we're engaging in the digital space, you still have to
let people know in person and through things they can touch and they can see that are outside of
their phones or their computers.

Sometimes we feel like social media, that we forget that there's a whole other world that we exist
and consume information. That's why I always like to say your social media works best when it's
integrated into an overall strategy. It shouldn't be your only strategy. And for you all, part of your
strategy are flyers and word of mouth and posters and then social media as well.

So it all has to work together. You can't just do one and expect it to work. It's got to be an integrated
effort.

Clabe: Right, exactly.

Maisha: Hey, one question I wanted to ask is do they talk about the teachers kind of allowing the
young people to kind of engage in social media?
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Is there a policy that the teachers have for students? I know phones are not really looked upon as
something that classrooms allow, is there some type of policy or training or something that the
teachers or students are engaged in, making sure it isn't happening on a regular basis?

Clabe: Well, what we have found out In the beginning I think we had all schools on board as far as
their policies allow for the kids to have their phones out and take pictures and do Twitter and all
that. Now since then, I think, two of our high schools had a change of policies about having
cellphones out in class, but what we learned is that through, I guess the career counselor and the
academy teacher working with the students.

They have a comfort level as far as, okay, if you're gonna have your phone out it has to be, you're
doing something constructive with your phone. Take a picture that you're gonna tweet out that's
gonna be about this activity for YCC, or you can do a video. We've had several kids that want to brag
about their project that they have made, so they'll do a short video on their project, and then they'll
tweet it out as well.

The lead falls back onto the schools as far as what policies and procedures they follow, and even in
those schools that have some strict guidelines, there's only like one or two, we've seen that those
students at times will ask the teacher to take a picture, but then after school hours they'll tweet it
out as well.

So they still try to stay engaged with it even though if they're not allowed to in some of the schools
themselves.

Maisha: Okay that sounds fair. [LAUGH] Cuz I can't imagine teaching like students having their
phones out, but think times are changing, so [LAUGH] that's a good thing.

Anybody have any other questions? I know Patty just had some good information, anybody else?
Okay Angela, have you seen anything maybe I'm missing?

Maisha: I think we're gonna get done early, but I do have a couple of announcements. So Liv, do we
have any parting words?

Elizabeth: Just to remind people that if you need help or you have questions about any of the
management portion or even the content creation, please don't hesitate to reach out.

I wanna be of assistance to you and I can do some stuff very fast for you, in regards to those topics,
that might save you some time or may prevent you from pulling your hair out in frustration. Cuz I
certainly wouldn't want that to happen. I would love for all of you to be successful with this.

Maisha: That sounds like a plan. [LAUGH] Quaid, any parting words before I give a couple
announcements? Last thoughts?
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Clabe: No, thank you for having me on. And if somebody does want to, I know sometimes websites
can be kind of looked as that's gonna be extremely hard to do or put together.

I will say that there's several different platforms out there that are very easy to work with and once
you get on there and start playing with it and try to figure out what you wanna do, it's not impossible
to do. It's not extremely hard as you think it may be.

So it's doable. Just gotta have the time, the committment to do it, but maybe a person or two to do it
with you as well, so.

Maisha: Okay, so thank you so much Quaid. Really quickly, team, we all know that you guys are
working very hard on your presentations.

We just have a couple of announcements before we head on off. The National Conference
registration is now open. You actually have a link in your email. We have close to 34 people who are
registered for this July Conference. Hopefully you guys are coming to plans, having plans there on
who's gonna be attending, and your hotel stay.

So please make sure that you register for the conference. Also by the end of the month, it's usually
after Memorial Day, the 31st, our student video challenge is due. We have gotten a lot of interest in
that, if you have any questions about that, this is the time to put that in a question box, if you have
any outstanding questions about the video challenge.

We're so excited to see you and the young people with that. And get that video up for us. And also
we have hand outs on social media part one on Workforce GPS. You all know about our new
Workforce platform, our new community practice, and hopefully you all will go access that
information and print it out from the first webinar that we had.

Elizabeth, there's a question, what's your email address one more time? Can you put that in the chat
feature for us, Elizabeth? I don't know if you have?

Elizabeth: Yup, I just sent it out. It's also in the resource section with the recount from the first
session as well.

And when I do our tip sheet for this session I will make sure it's at the top of that as well.

Maisha: Okay.

Elizabeth: Okay?

Maisha: Okay sounds good. Well thank you guys, you've got five minutes of your life back. [LAUGH]
Thank you for your time and we look forward to hearing from you guys shortly, take care.
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